The DEdicated MONitor of EXotransits (DEMONEX) is a low-cost, 0.5 meter, robotic telescope assembled mostly from commercially-available parts. The primary goal of DEMONEX is to monitor bright stars hosting transiting planets in order to provide a homogeneous data set of precise relative photometry for all transiting systems visible from its location at Winer Observatory in Sonoita, Arizona. This photometry will be used to refine the planetary parameters, search for additional planets via transit timing variations, place limits on the emission of the planet from secondary eclipses, and search for additional transiting planets in some systems. Despite its modest size, DEMONEX achieves a signal-to-noise ratio per transit that is comparable to that obtained with larger, 1m-class telescopes, because of its short readout time and high z-band quantum efficiency. However, the main advantage of DEMONEX is that it can be used every night for transit follow-up. With the 39 known transiting planets visible from Winer Observatory, over 90% of all nights have at least one full event to observe. We describe the hardware, and the scheduling, observing, and data reduction software, and we present some results from the first two years of operation. Synoptic surveys coming online will undoubtedly uncover a plethora of variable objects which will require inexpensive, robotic, dedicated telescopes to adequately characterize. The outline followed and lessons learned from this project will be broadly applicable for constructing such facilities.
INTRODUCTION
Transiting planets are enormously useful for measuring many detailed properties of extrasolar planets and planetary systems (see reviews by Ref. 1 and Ref. 2) . The most obvious properties that can be measured are the planet mass and radius, and so average density. These parameters alone allow for interesting constraints on the internal composition and structure of giant planets. [3] [4] [5] [6] In addition to these basic parameters, transiting planets enable the study of the atmospheres, 7, 8 thermal emission, 5, 9, 10 rotation rate, 11 spin-orbit alignment, 12 and the existence of rings and moons 13, 14 of close-in giant planets. Transiting planets are also useful for probing the existence of other bodies in the system, via precise timing of the transits. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] In particular, with sufficiently precise timing observations, it is possible to constrain the presence of planets with masses as small as the Earth.
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Over the last ten years ground and space-based surveys for transiting planets have detected over 80 planets * , with the majority (∼ 2/3) orbiting bright (V 13) stars. This number will increase substantially as ongoing ground-based RV, ground-based transit, and space-based transit surveys continue to yield planets at unprecedented rates. However, as we are flooded with additional planets, it becomes difficult to follow up all of the known transits with traditionally scheduled, shared telescopes. Figure 1 shows the fraction of nights with at least one full primary transit or secondary eclipse visible from Arizona for three years beginning in May of 2008.
From this figure, we can see that over 90% of nights have a least one such event to observe. Most observations of transiting planets are made on different, shared telescopes with different cameras by different groups and analyzed in different ways. Not only does this method make comparisons from system to system less reliable, but there is simply not enough telescope time, money, or manpower available to observe each of the currently known transits in this manner, much less the hundreds more that are expected to be discovered in the coming years.
In practice, those studying transiting planets have picked one or two planets and only observed a few primary transits for each. Secondary transits are usually left to space telescopes because it is very difficult to get the highquality data required from the ground, but high demand and heavy competition for space telescope resources means that relatively few secondary transits have been observed at all. Because of these limitations, many exoplanets are no better characterized than their initial discovery data.
We have built and automated a 0.5 meter telescope, dedicated to observing phenoma related to transiting planets called DEMONEX, the DEdicated MONitor of EXotransits. In section 2, we outline the science goals of DEMONEX. In section 3, we describe the system, we describe its operation in section 4, and in section 5, we present some of our first results.
SCIENCE GOALS
Because there are so many events each night, we often have to prioritize between multiple events. This section is organized based on our priorities, with our highest priority first.
Observing all possible primary transits and averaging multiple transits together will refine the planetary properties and provide better constraints on planetary formation and evolution models. The precision with which we can measure the planetary parameters is ultimately limited by stellar models, though very few planets have been characterized this precisely. In addition, with the times measured from each individual transit, we can look for Transit Timing Variations (TTVs), which would be likely to be caused by additional planets in the system perturbing the transiting planet's orbit. 16 Lastly, because all planets are observed and reduced in the same manner, the sample will be homogeneous which will allow for robust planet-to-planet comparisons.
The Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope
21 is a wide field transiting planet survey that is about to produce viable transiting planet candidates. DEMONEX will provide invaluable follow-up on these candidates to rule out false positives and save time on larger telescopes.
The signal from each secondary eclipse is typically too weak to detect in a single event, but by stacking many eclipses of the same target, we will be able to measure or place scientifically interesting limits on the albedos of, or thermal emission from, the planets. This tells us about the atmospheric composition and energy budget of the planet. If we detect the secondary emission, we will also be able to constrain the eccentricity from the relative timing of the primary and secondary transits.
Although 80% of all planets have been discovered with Radial Velocity (RV) surveys, these systems generally provide significantly less information than transiting systems. Among the 199 RV planets with periods longer than 10 days, three are expected to transit. Unfortunately, there has never been a systematic search of all RV planets for transits. If we found those expected to transit, they would be a valuable addition to the sparsely explored region of parameter space, owing to the different selection effects between transit and RV surveys.
DEMONEX is also generally useful for photometry of any bright object. With its array of filters, it is well suited for microlensing, supernovae, and many other ancillary sciences.
Many systems for which the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect has been measured shows the planet's orbit is aligned with the star's rotation axis. [22] [23] [24] This, along with the coplanarity of the planets in the Solar System, suggests that many exoplanetary systems are likely coplanar, and thus the probability of finding additional transiting planets in these systems with known transiting planets is greatly increased from the a priori geometric probability. By monitoring the host stars of known transiting planets, we may find additional, smaller or long period planets. A system with two transiting planets would allow us to directly measure the stellar mass and remove the dependence on stellar models. These sorts of high-risk, very high-reward observations are well suited to small, dedicated telescopes like DEMONEX.
THE SYSTEM
DEMONEX is an f/8 Meade 0.5 m RCX400 on a MAX Mount (figure 2). The installed dew shield prevents dew, reduces scattered light, and protects it from dust. It also increases the seeing, which is acceptable because all of our targets are bright, and even desired as is reduces systematics induced by flat fielding errors and allows us to take longer exposures before reaching saturation, which increases our efficiency. There is a large gap at the end of the telescope that allows the corrector lens to move in order to focus the telescope. However, due to the large amount of dust that entered our system through the gap and the lack of drivers to control the focus robotically, we sealed it off and use a commercial focuser attached to the camera.
The science CCD is a Fairchild CCD3041 packaged by Finger Lakes Instrumentation (FLI). It is a 2K x 2K chip, with 15 µm pixels, for a field of view of 25.7'x25.7', and 0.75"/pixel. The large field of view is required to have an adequate number of bright comparison stars for differential photometry. Its gain is 1.6 e-/ADU, with a read noise of 12 e-and readout time of 6.75 s. Its exceptionally high z-band throughput (∼50%) is well suited to transit observations because redder bandpasses are less affected by limb darkening.
The focuser and filter wheel are also from FLI. The CFW-5-7 filter wheel holds seven 50 mm square filters. Most observations are done in the z' band to reduce the effects of limb darkening, but g , r , i , V, R, I, and clear are also available for auxiliary science and experimentation.
A piggybacked Orion 80 mm ED and SBIG ST402-ME camera are used for autoguiding. An adequate guide star can usually be found with integration times well below one second. Differential flexure between the guider and science camera is compensated for by monitoring the position of the target in the science image and shifting the guide star appropriately.
We have an IP Power 9258, an IP-based relay that can individually power cycle the telescope, science camera, or guider via Visual Basic scripts in order to automatically recover from a variety of failures.
An Axis 215 PTZ network camera continuously monitors DEMONEX, and has been invaluable in remotely diagnosing and fixing problems. Its high sensitivity makes it an ideal choice for nighttime monitoring. We automatically generate time-stamped, high speed movies every night for inspection the following morning. When combined with our verbose engineering log, it is easy to pinpoint failures when they occur. Its ability to pan, tilt, and zoom also makes it an effective tool for more detailed diagnosis and to walk on-site support staff through more difficult procedures.
All of our components are plugged into a Powerware 9125, an unterruptable power supply (UPS) with over an hour of runtime. In case of a power failure, this is more than enough time to park the telescope and cleanly shut down the computers until power is restored. More important, the UPS isolates the output power from all input anomalies. The MAX mount is highly susceptable to electronic noise, and the power at our remote location is very noisy. Without this power conditioning, the mount behaves irratically, interpreting power spikes as unintended commands. The UPS is also able to remotely power cycle all components simultaneously to recover from serious failures.
Everything is controlled via computer in the control room 35 feet away, as discussed in the next section.
Several telescopes, including DEMONEX, are housed in a large observatory with a roll-off roof at the Winer Observatory in Sonoita Arizona. All normal operation is autonomous, as described in section 4. Most problems can be diagnosed and fixed remotely from our location in Columbus, Ohio.
The observatory director manages a weather station and closes the roll-off roof if there are threatening conditions. The roof status, as well as weather data and other diagnostic tools are posted on a webpage, which is queried and recorded in a log before each exposure. If the roof is closed, we wait until it opens.
AUTOMATION
DEMONEX is completely automated using a Windows XP box equipped with TheSky6, CCDSoft, astrometry.net, and VBScripts for observations, and a Linux box with IDL, SExtractor, and astrometry.net for reductions. Each night, DEMONEX begins taking biases and darks then waits for the Sun to set to -3 degrees, when it is low enough for twilight flats. It points to the optimally flat part of the sky 25 and takes flats in each band that will be used during the night, beginning with the reddest band. It scales the exposure time to keep the background at 20,000 counts. We impose a minimum 10 second exposure time to avoid shutter effects, and we stop when the background from a 60 second exposure is less than three times the bias level. Since we typically observe in z band, we only take z band flats. In this case, we get around 17 flats each twilight.
After flats are finished, we wait until the Sun is below -12 degrees and point to our first target. The MAX mount has no absolute motor encoders, and its home position is not reliable enough to ensure our target always falls inside our field of view. Sometimes, the pointing can be wrong by 5 degrees or more. We use a local copy of astrometry.net, 26 which provides a coordinate solution to any astronomical image without any knowledge of its pointing, to determine the telescope's position and center the object.
We observe each target visible according to the priorities outlined in section 2. It continues until the sun rises, and then takes another set of flats in the morning for quality control, this time starting with the bluest band.
It then goes to its home position, turns off, compresses and backs up the data, emails a log for the night, and logs into the linux box to begin reductions. If a fatal error is encountered, it attempts to park the telescope and sends a text message and email, attaching a verbose engineering log to aide in diagnosis.
The reduction pipeline does the usual bias and dark calibrations. Since we use twilight flats, we must employ some quality control to avoid using flats contaminated by clouds. A separate, mode-scaled, median-combined flat field is created from the flats in the evening and morning. We divide one by the other and record the variance as a figure of merit. We compare that figure of merit with the same quantity for previous nights, except we add an empirically determined penalty based on how much time has passed between when the flats and science observations were taken, and use the flat with the lowest figure of merit. While this is a conservative approach that will eliminate good flats taken either in the evening or morning if the other is bad (indeed, only 10% of the flats taken are actually used), it is simple and effective.
For each object, a reference image is selected by determining which has the most stars with the smallest Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) with SExtractor. 27 A coordinate solution is performed on this reference image with astrometry.net, and the offsets and rotations of all other images are determined using a modified version of ISIS's interp script, 28, 29 fed with the SExtractor source positions. Aperture photometry is performed with the IDL astronomy library routine APER, using the reference image positions transformed with the calculated offsets, with many aperture sizes. For each aperture size, the target star is divided by the ensemble of stars that minimizes its out-of-transit RMS. The aperture with the lowest out-of-transit RMS is used, The resulting lightcurves are emailed for visual inspection an hour or two after the final flat for the night was taken. A webpage is also generated with thumbnails and statistics for each image for inspection.
RESULTS
An example of three primary transits of TrES-3b, is shown in figure 3 . The co-added and binned version is below. For each individual transit, we are able to get transit timing precision of about 30 seconds, which is good enough to detect an Earth-mass planet in 2:1 resonance around a hot Jupiter. By co-adding many transits of the same planet, we are able to reduce the uncertainty in the planetary parameters to the point at which it is dominated by stellar models. Many follow-up efforts suffer from significant red-noise that prevents the accurate measurement of the planetary parameters. 30 However, figure 4 , shows the RMS of the residual to the best fit model of the three transits as a function of the number of points binned. The solid black line shows the theoretically ideal, pure white noise. A signal dominated by red noise would flatten out, but our data is consistent with pure white noise to at least 0.03%.
We have contributed data for several other projects, including data for the microlensing event OGLE-2008-BLG-279, 31 supernovae, and variable stars.
We chose four high-metallicity stars to focus our out-of-transit monitoring campaign, one for each season which we observe when nothing else is available.
During the past two years, DEMONEX has generated nearly 8 terabytes of data while observing 325 primary transits, 236 secondary transits, 14 RV planets, 15 ancillary science targets, and the four targets for additional transits 108 times. As it continues to gather data, we are extending the software pipeline to analyze the light curves and fit the planetary parameters for each system.
